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GRADE 12

Grade 12: Term 1 - 10 weeks/40 hours

Data and Information Management: Database design and concepts (±1 week/4 hours)

- Relational database overview

o Normalisation (overview and purpose) to reduce data redundancy and limit data anomalies

o Design/entities, keys, record organisation 

- Data integrity, data independence, data redundancy, data security, data maintenance

Data and Information Management: Database Management (±½ week/2 hours)

- Value of data

- How to protect data: validation, verification, integrity, logging changes (audit trail), warehousing, controlling access 
(passwords, security, user rights), parallel data sets

- Invalid/false data

- Database management software (DBMS) flaws (SQL injection)

- Database administrator (DBA), Programmer (roles and responsibilities)

Systems Technologies: Hardware (±1 week/4 hours)

- Examples: Smart phones, laptops, tablets, netbooks, e-book readers

- Advantages of mobility

- Constraints

o Battery life

o Size

o Computing power vs power consumption

- CPU (speed and multi processing)

- Memory capacity (cache and RAM)

- Storage speed

- Network speed

- Computer system for home/personal use, game and entertainment, SOHO (Small-Office-Home-Office) user, power user
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Grade 12: Term 1 - 10 weeks/40 hours

Communication Technologies Networks (±½ week/2 hours)

- Essential parts

o Switch, cables, wireless base station

- Connecting to the Internet

o Router/modem, ADSL/Wimax/3G

- All-in-one solution (‘router’ is modem, router, switch and base station - all in one)

- Sharing files and folders, user rights, BitTorrent (Risks and benefits)

- Online services (e.g. drop box/Mobile Me)

- On local network, through Internet

Communication Technologies: E-communications (±½ week/2 hours)

- Encryption 

- SSL (private and public key)

- Certificates and security

Social Implications (±½ week/2 hours)

Solution Development: Application Development using high-level programming 
language (±4 weeks/16 hours)

Notes

Reinforce concepts, programming skills, algorithms and problem-solving skills 
developed in Grades 10 and 11 by means of application development

the solution

purpose (constructors, destructors, accessors, mutators, auxiliary)

Extend database and programming to incorporate relational databases

statements

(the database may contain more than two tables, however a maximum of two 
tables is joined for query purposes) - reinforce: 

- Querying a database using structured query language (SQL) - a single join 
utilising the WHERE clause

The scope of OOP

- Design a simple class with basic 
attributes and simple methods

- Small modifications to a given 
class such as completing a 
method, adding one or more 
methods or adding/ modifying 
current attributes to a class 
provided, call methods from an 
instance of a class

Algorithms

Removing duplicates from a list/
table/array
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Grade 12: Term 1 - 10 weeks/40 hours

transactions 

- Access fields and records within a dataset with code constructs and applicable 
methods 

- Navigate the records of a dataset

- Modify individual fields and records within a dataset with code constructs and 
applicable methods, and apply all changes 

- Manipulate a dataset object and records with code constructs and apply all 
changes 

- Incorporate dataset event handlers and methods as part of the solution

- Reinforce concepts such as iteration and conditions

as sorting routines, string based routines, date and time

validation)

- Check for empty fields, ranges, valid formats, data

software engineering principles that include both database and non-database 
problems

- Test and validate a solution against a set of design specifications

- Alter a solution to meet a set of design specifications

- Document a solution design and development 

- Motivate the design and development of the solution

- Evaluate a solution against other solutions

Solution Development: Software Engineering Principles and PAT (±2 weeks/4 
hours)

Notes

application development (RAD), incremental and agile

methodology

Diagrams/visual tools for design 
purposes:

Use any appropriate tools/
techniques:

charts

class diagram

Assessment (PoA): Reporting

1 practical test + 1 theory test Add raw marks and totals of the two 
tests and convert to percentage to 
determine term mark
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Grade 12: Term 2 - 10 weeks/40 hours, including examinations (2 weeks)

Systems Technology: Software (±1 week/4 hours)

- Describe cloud computing

- Effect on hardware needs

- Software as a service (SaaS)

o Description and advantages

- Virtualisation of servers

Systems Technologies: Computer Management (±½ week/2 hours)

Social Implications (±½ week/2 hours)

- Hackers, crackers, cyber gangs, virus authors

- Internet-related fraud scams

- Internet attacks (worms, virus, denial of service, back doors)

- Phishing 

- Unauthorised remote control and administration, e.g. botnets, zombies 

- Right to access vs right to privacy, misuse of personal information
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Grade 12: Term 2 - 10 weeks/40 hours, including examinations (2 weeks)

Solution Development: Application Development using a high-level programming language (±4 weeks/10 hours)

- Structure

- Step through items

- Basic operations, e.g. row/column aggregates

Extend database and programming

- Select, distinct

- Insert, update, delete

- Where

- Order by

- Group by

- Special operators: Between, In, Like, Is Null, Having

- Creating calculated fields, concatenating fields

- Formatting with round, int, etc.

- Casting a field

- Create a join query (single joins) using ‘Where’

- Mathematical operators

- Aggregate functions: Sum, Average, Min, Max, Count

- Common date functions

- String functions (Length, Mid, Left, Right)

- Simple sub queries

both database and non-database problems

Solution Development: Software Engineering Principles and PAT (±2 weeks/8 hours)

Assessment (PoA): Reporting

1 test + examination (1 practical paper + 1 theory paper) Add raw marks and totals of the test and two papers and 
convert to percentage to determine term mark
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Grade 12: Term 3 - 10 weeks/40 hours, including examinations (3 weeks)

Data and Information Management: Database Design Concepts (±½ week/2 hours)

- RFID

- Online

- Invisible (e.g. credit card, loyalty card, government, forms, toll road passes, cellphone)

- Describe data warehousing

- Purpose and uses

- SQL

- Extracting data

- Looking for patterns

- Discovering knowledge

- Strategy

Internet Technologies: Internet and WWW (±½ week/2 hours)

- WEB 3.0 (Semantic Web)

- Semantic search 

- Mediated search

Internet Technologies: Internet Services Technologies (±½ week/2 hours)

- Storing data

o Locally (cookies)

o Online (databases)

o Role of SQL, scripting languages (e.g. PHP, JavaScript), XML

- Running instructions

o Locally (scripts, AJAX)

o Online (server side, scripts and code)

- Formatting output

o CSS
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Grade 12: Term 3 - 10 weeks/40 hours, including examinations (3 weeks)

Social Implications (±½ week/2 hours)

- Distributed computing power

- Decision making

- Information overload

- Availability of personal information

o Consequences of search engines and group communications

o Social, political, environmental

o Global community - cultural effects

o Social websites and social engineering

o Wikis

- Cookies, anonymity, Global Unique Identifiers, file sharing - movies, music

Solution Development: Application Development using a high-level programming language (±2 weeks/8 hours)

engineering principles

- Test and validate a solution against a set of design specifications

- Alter a solution to meet a set of design specifications

- Document a solution design and development 

- Motivate the design and development of the solution

- Evaluate a solution against other solutions

Solution Development: Software Engineering Principles and PAT (±3 weeks/12 hours)

Assessment (PoA): Reporting

1 test + examination (1 practical paper + 1 theory paper) Add raw marks and totals of the test and two papers and 
convert to percentage to determine term mark
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Grade 12: Term 4 - 10 weeks/40 hours, including examination (7 weeks/28 hours)

Content using Case Studies - All topics (±1½ weeks/6 hours)

Consolidate content, concepts and skills using case studies to:

equipment and software

call for help)

Solution Development: Application Development (±1½ weeks/6 hours)

Consolidate content, concepts and skills to develop a software solution

External examination (±7 weeks/24 hours)

25%

25%

External examination: 

1 practical paper + 1 theory paper

plus

Practical Assessment Task (PAT)


